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PREFACE
In this work, the term "Santo Domingo" denotes one of three places: Santo
Domingo City, the province of Santo Domingo, or the island country of Santo Domingo.
Early history is the history of Santo Domingo City. In the seventeenth and early
eighteenth century, the term also meant the provincial division ofland in the southeastern
quadrant of the island that incorporated Santo Domingo City. When the Spanish were in
control of most, if not all, of the island, the name Santo Domingo designated this
kingdom. It not only included Santo Domingo City, the hub of activity in early Spanish
American history, but it also included the vast grasslands and the island itself. It included
the coastal areas and, to the Spanish, most of the water surrounding the island. This
territorial explanation may help explain what some may consider aberrant behavior on the
part of populations who, when feeling especially challenged, commissioned pirates and
privateers to stop the vessels of other countries in what they considered Dominican
waters.
The complication in the definition of a country's border bears some further
explanation. Historically, the border of a country extended the distance that a cannon
could shoot a ball from the shore at low tide. This is the origin of the marine league that
measured approximately three miles (Jules Verne fans may note that 20,000 leagues under
the sea are therefore impossible). However, most powerful nations at this time also
considered that any island within the three-mile limit of another island was justification to
extend their boundaries even further. The purchase of Alaska with its extensive array of
islets, some ofwhich constituted no more than a stepping stone to another rock on the
ocean's surface, presented the first definitive case in what constituted a border of a
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country. Alta Vela, with the comic obsession with bat manure aside, would present a
most tenuous understanding of the length that nations will go to extend their borders.
Alta Vela was at least fifteen miles from the Dominican shore, but Spain attempted to
include it within the borders of the Republic. The United States disagreed with this
interpretation for one reason or another. Today, Alta Vela is considered part of the
Dominican Republic.
While the reader can safely contend that every nation argued for their own benefit,
there existed an international understanding of what constituted (for lack of a better
phrase) "fair play." Echoing its early modern heritage of the fifteenth century, nations
argued and fought each other according to understood rules of behavior. These rules
were a form of checks and balances against a demagogue who thought that he could rule
the world regardless of the rights of any citizen and thus destroy the power ofthe nation
that he led. The United States historically did not follow these understood rules of
behavior.
Throughout the history of the Dominican Republic, the actions of the United
States were, according to the reader's viewpoint, either sympathetic or opportunistic. The
fact that the Dominican Republic is no better than it was in the nineteenth century may
shed some light on what effects American diplomacy had on the island. At no time,
however, can the reader accuse the United States of being so concerned with the
inhabitants of the island that they operated with discretion. William Henry Seward would
say the right words concerning the weakness of the island, but he would not do anything
substantial to help the country. The picture of thoughtless American politicians playing
with the emotions of a desperate island nation that they considered physically inferior is
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not erroneous. It can safely be argued that "playing fair" throughout this history was not a
consideration of the United States.
The history of the American obsession with the Dominican Republic during the
nineteenth century, albeit no matter how forgotten or ignored, is a disturbing echo. It is a
period when the business interests of the United States looked upon "inferior" nations as
being "uncivilized," lacking the modern and convenient encumbrances of the Industrial
Age. These countries were the prime targets for a rhetoric that suggested that the United
States was a benefactor to the world at the same time that it was a powerful nation. Its
power lay in the capitalistic hegemony of the Monroe Doctrine.
Reality was something else, however. In what can only be described as a "strut,"
the United States played the rooster with the hens. During the 1870s, the United States
was literally running out of paying customers within the continent because our country
produced a surplus, and supply exceeded demand. The American Industrial Revolution
revealed a paradigm that Great Britain, France, and Spain realized all too well from their
earlier histories. In order for private business interests to continue to accumulate wealth,
they had to secure more markets. Secretary of State Seward, a genius with this
conundrum, was the master showman.
Historians rightly avoid personal judgment. There is a difference, however, in
making a judgment based on personal ideologies and a judgment based on fact. The facts
are that the United States, during its obsession of the nineteenth century, acted according
to that obsession. Obsession disregards both the people obsessed and the desired object.
When reading this history, the reader is confounded with mixed patriotic emotions for his
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